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Abstract: A rigorous electromagnetic theory is developed to analyze multiport waveguide junctions with 
artificial inclusions made of cylindrical rods and placed in the main arm. The scattering characteristics of 
a 3-port junction are discussed with the numerical examples for the SWR maps, the power reflection and 
transmission coefficients, and the 3D plots of near fields inside the junction area. A strategy to optimize 
matching properties of the 3-port waveguide junctions is also described. 
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1. Introduction 

   Multiport waveguide junctions are widely used in 

microwave range to compose a number of microwave 

devices, such as directional couplers, power dividing 

circuits, multiplexers, filters, phase shifters and 

others' 2). The effectiveness of these devices is 

dependent on matching quality of waveguide arms, i. 

e. providing of high enough delivery of useful power to 

the desired arm and its suppression in remain arms. It 

is also important to provide the stable characteristics 

of these junctions in a wide frequency band. 

   Various techniques and methods have been devel-

oped during decades to investigate multifarious char-

acteristics of multiport waveguide junctions2)-25>. 

Previous studies2"), carried out mainly for 3-port or 

T-junctions, were based on the coarse electrodyna-

mics approaches and gave acceptable results only 

near a cut-off frequency. Many papers have then been 

published in last decades, which were devoted to the 

rigorous electrodynamic analysis of both simple, 3-

port, T-junctions7)-17), and 4-port cruciform waveguide 

junctions as wel118)-22>. More recently, multiport 

waveguide junctions in E- and H- planes simultaneous-

ly have been reported23>-25) 

   The previous investigations of waveguide junc-
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tions have revealed that the practically applicable 

matching of waveguide arms can be achieved only in 

a narrow frequency band and for fixed ratios of 

cross-sectional dimensions of waveguide arms. To 

improve matching properties of the junctions, it is 

necessary to properly modify the junction geometry 

by introducing artificial inclusions. 

   Various types of artificial inclusions, such as 

conducting strips, diaphragms, cylindrical rods, and 

dielectric layers, are used as adjusting elements for 

matching the waveguide sections with different prop-

erties3)-4e. Although the artificial inclusions in the 

conventional waveguide geometry are well stud-

ied26)-33n, there arise several difficulties in the treat-

ment when they are placed in the waveguide junc-

tions. This is why the waveguide junctions with vari-

ous artificial inclusions have not yet been analyzed 

enough34)-36 and require the further efforts. 

   In this paper, a rigorous electromagnetic theory is 

developed to analyze multiport waveguide junctions 

with artificial inclusions made of cylindrical rods and 

placed in the main arm. The approach is based on the 

Fourier transform technique combined with the eigen-

mode expansion method and the image theory. The 

system of linear algebraic equations to calculate the 

scattering properties of the 3-port waveguide junction 

is obtained in closed form. Numerical examples for 

the power standing wave ratio maps, the power reflec-

tion and transmission coefficients, and the 3D-views 

of the near field structure are presented for the junc-

tion with a metallic or dielectric rod. A strategy to 

optimize the matching properties of the 3-port



waveguide junctions is also discussed. 

 2. Boundary Problem Formulation 

   The geometry of the problem to be considered is 

illustrated in Fig.  1(a)  . It consists of 3-port H-plane 

waveguide junction with a circular rod placed in the 

main arm. Here a and b are widths of wider sides of 

the main and side waveguide arms, c is the radius of 

the rod, A is its separation from the left side wall of 

the main arm, is its distance from the juncture, and 

L(= €+ b) is its distance from the bottom of the side 

arms. The rod may be a perfect conductor or a 

dielectric. The origin of the Cartesian coordinate

(a) 3-port junction

(b) 4-port junction

Fig. 1 Waveguide junctions with a cylindrical rod in 
     the main arm: (a) 3-port junction and (b) 

      4-port junction.

system is taken at the centre of cylinder. Figure 1(b) 

illustrates the 4-port H-plane waveguide junction as 

an extension of the 3-port junction. 

   We excite the inhomogeneous geometry of Fig. 1 

by the fundamental waveguide mode (TE1o) incident 

from the main arm 1 and seek for the electromagnetic 

field arisen in different areas of waveguide junction 

due to the diffraction on the rod and the juncture. For 

the sake of clarity and brevity, in this section, we 

consider in detail only geometry of Fig. 1(a) . 

   The incident wave in the main arm is fully 

defined by the y component of the electric field given 

by 

Eyn`=sinai(x+0)exp( — ihlz) 

(-6,�x.-<a —A, z<<-0) (1) 

where h1=(k2—ai)112, k=27r/A, 61=7C/a, and Imh1<0. 

Hereinafter, time dependence is assumed to be 

exp(iwt). The total field in areas 1, 2, and 3 may be 

represented as Fourier series, whereas in areas 4, 5, 

and 6 as Fourier integrals in terms of modal spectra 

of reflected, transmitted, and interfering harmonics as 

follows: 

Ey1= EyfC + E [Am + Bmexp(— ihmE)]sinam(x +©) 
m=1 

X exp(ihmz) (z�—c, —A<—x<_ a—z) (2a) 

Ey2=Eync+E3s,c+ E Bmsinam(x+A) 
                           m=1 

X exp[ihm(z—.E)] 

(—c<_zsc, —©Sx<_a—©)(2b) 

Ey3= EYnc+ E {Amexp( — Zhmz) +Bmexp[ 2hm(z— Q)]} 
                   m=1 

xsinam(x+©) (c<<—zS1, —©SxSa—©) 

                             (2c) 

EA-6= f dt F(t)sh 1t2—k2(L—z) exp(itx) 
(QSz L, —cxxSoo) (2(1) 

where hm=,1k2—am, Im hm<0, am=m7r/a, and L=E 

+ b. In (2a) - (2d) , {Am} and {Bm} are unknown Four-

ier amplitudes of modal spectra of waves reflected 

from the rod and the juncture, (Am} are those for the 

waves transmitted through the rod, and F(t) are the 

amplitudes of continuous Fourier spectrum of waves 

transmitted to the resonance area 4 and two side arms 

5 and 6. 

   The field E;c in (2b), scattered by the cylindrical 

rod, may be represented using the scattered field by 

the two-element periodic grating composed of mirror



images of the cylindrical rod in the left and right 

waveguide walls as follows: 

 Eyc= E E Xm[Hm2)(krv)eXp(imcov) 
v=-.m=--

     - Hm2)(kpv)exp(— im1v)] (ry � c, pv z c) (3) 

where 

rv=1z2+(x-2av)2 

(x-2av)(4a)   Coy =arctgz 

pv=,l z2+ [x — 2(av +A)]2 

     r  x-2(av+A)(4b)  Vlv=arctg 

are local cylindrical coordinates of the real and image 

cylinders, Hmz> is the m-th order Hankel function of 

the second kind and Xm are unknown amplitudes of 

multipole spectrum of scattered field. 

   The unknown coefficients Am, Am, Bm, F(t), and 

Xm are determined from the boundary conditions 

which require that the Ey field should be zero on the 

surfaces of metallic rod (ro=d/2, 0<—soo<27r) and 

two waveguide walls (z < i, x = ± a/2) , and the Ey 

and Hx fields should be continuous across the inter-

faces connecting the areas 1, 2, and 3 as follows: 

Ey1=Eyz (z=—c, —0<x<a—A)(5a) 

Ey2=Ey3 (z=c, —0<x<a—L)(5b) 

    {EA,(—zsx<a—A, z=e)(5c) Ey4 =j 0
, (xs—z , xZa—L , z=Q) 

  aEy4aEy3  

    = 

  azaz(—Asx<a—A, z=i).(5d) 

 3. System of Functional Equations 

   To apply the boundary condition for Ey on the 

surface of cylindrical rod (ro= d/2) , Eyr given by (3) 

is transformed into the expression based on the coor-

dinate (ro, coo) by making use of the addition theorem 

for cylindrical functions. The result is substituted 

into (2b) to obtain the following equation for the 

coefficients Xm and Bm: 

 sin[adsincpo+0)]exp(—ihicoscoo) 
  + E Xm{Hm2)(-----led )expimcoo) 

       m=-. 

  +s=-EJs(kd              )_z mHm(2Icz)+Zs-m(2ka, 0) 
         ~ —(-1)mZs+m(2ka, 2k0)]exp(iscoo)}

  + E1Bmexp(— ihmE)sin[6m(d sincoo+A)]         m. 

x exp( ihmcos coo) (Oscoo<-27r) (6) 

with 

Zm(u, w)=imEHm2)(vu+w) 
                       v=1 

+i-mEHm2)(vu—w) (7) 
v=1 

where Js(x) is the s-th order Bessel function. Note 
that Ey fields defined by (2a) - (2c) together with (3) 
automatically satisfy the boundary conditions on the 
waveguide walls at x=-0 and x=a—z . 

   Next, applying the boundary conditions (5a) and 
(5b) , the following relations between the modal co-
efficients Ap and multipole coefficients Xm are der-
ived: 

i±msin(6p0±m arctgep)Xm, 
(p<[D]) 

AP=----hpamE2i{(-1)mexp(icp0+ME' p) (8) 
— exp[ — (i6p0 + mep)]Xm} 

(p>[D]) 

with 

 ep=Atan(1D2—p)p=Arth(`1Dp----------P2)(9) 
        z where D=2a/A. 

   Finally, we apply the boundary conditions (5c) 

and (5d) to obtain the following functional equations 

for the coefficients A, Bm, and F(t): 

fdt F(t)sh[a(t)b]exp( itx) 
                     ,,1[Bm +(Um1 +Am)exp(— ihmj)]sinam(x +A) 

(—z <x<a—z) (10) 
  0(x� —A and xza-0) 

fdt a(t)F(t)ch[a(t)bjexp(itx) 
                        _— E1ihm[Bm—(am1+A)exp(—ihmE)] 

xsinam(x+0) ( —z <xsa—z)(11) 

where a(t)=81t2— k2 . Equations (6), (10), and (11) 

together with (8) yield a set of functional equations to 

determine the unknowns Xm, Am, Bm, and F(t) under 

the excitation by the TE10 mode field (1).



 4. Reduced System of  Functional Equations 

   Let now transform the system of functional equa-

tions (6), (10), and (11) to the reduced one which is 

more convenient for the numerical analysis. First, 

using the orthogonality of transverse eigen-functions 

{sinon (x + A)1,2'=1 on the segment —AS x � a —A and 
the filtration properties of Dirac 8 -function on inter-

val — co < x <co , (10) can be rearranged to obtain the 

relation between the coefficients F(t) and (11;,,, Bm) 

as follows: 

F(t)2 71-sh[1a(t)b] 

x E [B. + ( 8,ni + A1i)exp( — ih,,,i)10.(t) (12) 
m=1 

where 

0.(t)—---------0.2am t2 exp(itA){1—(-1)mexp(— ita)]. (13) 

Substituting (12) into (11), we have the following 

functional equation which relates the unknowns B. 

and 

E [B,n+(8.1+.11)exp(— ihm-e)]Gm(x) 
m.i 

= E ihm[Bm—(8.1+ 11)exP(— ihmi)J 
m=1 

xsinOni(x+A) ( —A<x5a —A)(14) 

where 

            a(t) Om(t)ch[a  G
in(x)27      =-----1c.f-(t(t) b]exp(.ztx).(15)               sh[a(t)b] 

The integration in (15) can be easily performed using 

the residual calculus and leads to 

G.(x) 

        a2 — Ic2   = am{ m cth(,I 

+ ibt(4 — 

                  k2 b)sincm(x +A) 
           cm 

          t4—lc'  
    n=in 

x(exp(itn(x + A))—(-1)mexp(itn[a —(x + AT)} 
                            (16) 

where tn=—,1 k2 — 0, and qn=-R-nl b. 

5. System of Algebraic Equations 

   Our aim is now to solve the key system of functional 

equations (6) and (14) with the substitution of (8). For 

this purpose, (6) is multiplied by the complete system

of azimuthal functions {exp(— ino)1                                        ,0,,n=0,±1,±2,••• and inte-

grated over 0�9,0�27r, whereas (14) is multiplied by 
the transverse eigen-functions of the main waveguide 

arm {sinan(x+A))72=1 and integrated over — A .�x 5 a 
—A. As a result, we arrive at the key dual system of 

algebraic equations for the unknown coefficients Bp 

and Xm as follows: 

 Xn+ E PnmXm+ E rnpBp— an(17a) 
m=-....p=1 

— Bp+ E iipmXm+ E OppBp=b,(17b) 
m= -.0 p=1 

(n=0, ±1, ±2, ...; p=1, 2, 3, ...) 

with 

an= — i-nsin(thA+ nei) i_jiR(kc c) )(18) 
bp= —(Q,1+ 8,1)exp(— ihit)(19) 
-0
,p= i26h2,71(20) 

  Qki=api-1'a  p------------ 8P       tOPth(Pb) 2         

. an  -  (h's2-1c2)[(— 1)P —exp( — ih'sci)]  

         z 

      b E          u s=1 h's(h's2 — 4(h's2 — crl,) 

x[( —1)P + (-1)1}(21) 
       n_  J ( kc)    rnp— H,(2)(kc) exP( — ihPi) 

insin(apA— nEp) (p< [D])     

x ----([ex'Ae')         2iP16P+nP (22) 

        —(-1)neXP(—(ilipA+ ne'p))] (p> [D]) 

    _ Jn(kc z        ).  Pnm—He)(kc)[n-mH,Wm(2kA) 

+ Zn-m(2ka, 0)— ( —1)mZn+m(2ka, 2kA)] (23) 

4e-1'v'  - 
                   7f,1gPm-()PP(24) 

inisin(64 + me,) (p< [D]) 

giAm=-[(-1)mexp(io-,A—me',) { 2i (25) 
       — exp( — (ich,A— me',))] (p>[D]) 

where "/)=,/61,—k2, hp = ii k2 — 4, and h;,=,1 k2 — 0, 

The extension of the present analysis to the 4-port 

junction as shown in Fig. 1 (b) is straightforward. We 
may introduce another unknown Fourier spectrum 

function into (2d) and another set of unknown modal 

amplitudes describing the transmitted field in the arm 

guide 7. The boundary-value matching procedure 
similar to that used for (2c) and (2d) is applied to the 

Ey field on z= L.



 6. Extension of Solutions to Dielectric Rod 

    Inclusion 

   If the circular rod consists of a dielectric with 

permittivity E, we describe the Ey field inside the rod 

as 

E., ynside= E YmJm(k'r)exp(imcoo) (r<_-) (26) 
               m=--. 

where k' = lc,' E/ Eo and { Ym} are new unknowns to be 

found. The boundary conditions on the surface of the 

dielectric rod are given by 

Ey2 = E inside 

   aEy2  =  aE;;nside (r=-, 0 <— So <— 27r). (27) 
az az 

Applying the boundary conditions (5a) - (5d) together 

with (27) , the solution again leads to the algebraic 

system (17) with the following replacement in (18), 

(22) , and (23) : 

  Jn(kc)  
Hn2)(kc) 

Jn(kc)Jn(k'c) — WrJn(kC)Jn(k'C)(28) 
H1z2)(kc)Jn(k'c)— Wrig2'(kc)Jn(k'c) 

where Wr = - Eo/ E . The unknowns Ym are related to 

the multipole coefficients X. as follows: 

Y.=----------------------------------------7rkc[Jn(kc)Jn(k'c)ZZJn(kc)Jn(k'c)/ Wr] X. (29) 

The replacement of (28) and the relation (29) are 

enough to account dielectric properties of the rod 

inclusion. 

7. Field in the Side Branches and Power Balance 

    Equation in Waveguide Tee 

   The fields in the areas 1, 2, and 3 of the main 

arm of the junction may be calculated by substituting 

the solutions to the algebraic system (8) and (17) into 

(2a) - (2c) . The calculation of the fields in the side 
branches requires additional analytical treatment. 

Substituting (12) into (2d), we have 

Ey4-6= E [Bm+(dm1+Am)exp(— ihm-e)] Wm(x, z) 
             m=1 

(Q<—zsL, —oo<x<co)(30) 

with 

P'm(x, z)

__  Cm r°° sh[a(t)(L—z)]  
   2,rJ~dtsh[a(t)b] 

x 

    exp(it(x +z ))—(-2 )me2p(it[x—(a-0)]) (31)                           6m—t 

where (8) has been used. The expression (31) is 

applied for all areas 4, 5, and 6 in side waveguide, 

but the result of integration is dependent on the area 

concerned. The integration of (31) in the resonance 

area 4 yields 

lm(x, z) 

=singm(x+A) sh[S g'b)z)]  
—  iCm gnsin[gn(L—z)]  

     b n=1(-1)nhnb(hn2—Cm) 
  x {exp[ — ih'(x+A)]—(-1)mexp[— ih'(a—(x+0)]} 

(—z sxsa—A).(32) 

In areas 5 and 6, (31) is integrated to obtain 

   m(x, z) 

 _ — ZCm E-------------bhq(hn21)62 
  x {exp( T ih'4)—(-1)mexp[± ihn(a-0)]} 

x sin[gn(L—z)]exp(± ihnx) (33) 

where "+" and "—" signs in the exponent stand for 

areas 5 (x< —a/2) and 6 (x >a/2),  respectively. 

   The formula (32) represents the standing waves 

in resonance area 4, while the formulas (33) repre-

sents the outgoing waves in side waveguide arms 5 

and 6. Substituting (33) into (30) and changing the 

order of the summations, the transmitted fields in the 

side arms are derived as follows: 

Ey5,6= E T,T sin[gn(L—z)]exp(± ihnx) 
              n=1 

('szsL, IxIza/2) (34) 

with 

Tn =(-1)ni-----bhnE1[Bm+(ami+Am)exp(—ihm4)] 
     x {exp(T ih'4) — (-1)mexp[ ± ihn(a —0)]} 

m(35) x  
 ~G1'2n—,,.2  Vm 

where T,T and Tn indicate the amplitudes of the 

modal fields transmitted into the side waveguide arms 

5 and 6, respectively. 

   The field representations (1), (2a), and (30) 

allows the derivation of power balance equation in 

waveguide tee as follows:



 Preft+ Pleft+ Pright=1(36) 

with 

Prefl EPim(37a) 
m=1 

N 

Pleft= P5n(37b) 
n=1 

Fright = E P6n(37c) 

Plm=----h111.12(38a) 

           i 

        hfnbTT-I2   P5,6n=   hian I(3813) 

where P - rally Pieft, and Fright represent the power reflec-

tion and transmission coefficients in the main and side 

waveguide arms, respectively, while M and N denote 

the number of propagating modes in these arms. The 

equation (36) may be used to estimate fidelity of the 

obtained solution from the energy conservation point 

of view. 

8, Numerical Results 

   The developed theory has been used to create a 

user-friendly program package which can calculate 

various electrodynamic characteristics of the 

waveguide junctions such as the reflection coefficient, 

the reflected and transmitted powers, the 3D plots of 

near fields isolines inside the junction area, the anima-

tion of the near field, and the power standing wave 

ratio (SWR) maps. Using the created program tools, 

an optimization strategy has been developed to find 

the geometrical parameters of the junction ensuring a 

minimum reflection in the desired frequency band. 

   In what follows we shall demonstrate several 

simulation results for the case of metallic and 

dielectric rods symmetrically placed (A= a/2) in the 

main arm of the 3-port waveguide junction with 

b/ a=1. These results have been obtained by truncat-

ing the dual system of algebraic equations (17a) and 

(17b) up to Ntr=5 for both eigenmode (2) and 

multipole (3) expansions of the waveguide fields. In 

calculation of slowly convergent series (7), we left Ns 
=100 terms in the series and used for the rest the 

original procedure developed in 38). 

   First, we shall demonstrate the results for the 

case of metallic rod symmetrically placed in the main 

arm of the 3-port waveguide junction. The SWR 

maps in the main arm versus the rod parameters 8/a

and d 1 a are plotted in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for 2a/ A= 

1.74 and 2(2/ A=2.5 where d(=2c) denotes the diame-

ter of the rod. The indicated frequency parameters 

2a/A —1.74 and 2a/ A=2.5 correspond the central fre-

quencies of the bandwidths providing the one-mode 
regime and two-modes regime of wave propagation, 

respectively. The shadow in palette maps indicates 

the definite levels of standing wave ratio which are 

shown on the scroll bars on the right. Therefore the 

minimum SWR (minimum reflection) in the main arm 

is realized in the central black area of the maps. For 

instance, Fig. 2(a) shows that the minimum reflection 

in the one-mode regime is obtained for the rod param-

Fig. 2 SWR maps of the 3-port waveguide junction with 

     a symmetric metallic rod for two different fre-

      quency parameters: (a) 2a1 A=1.74 for one-mode 
      regime and (b) 2a/A=2.5 for two-modes regime.



eters  Q/a=0.92 and d/a=0.07. 

The SWR maps versus frequency parameter 2a/A and 

one of two rod parameters, being fixed the other to 

the optimized values E/a=0.92 or d/a=0.07, are 

plotted in Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) . These maps are useful 

to correct the optimal values of the rod parameters 

and to determine the frequency bandwidth providing 

the admissible maximum level of SWR. The larger 

this admission, the larger frequency bandwidth is 

available. 

   Figure 4 shows the power reflection coefficient 

Preft in the main arm 1 and the power transmission 

coefficients Pieft and Pright in the side waveguides 5 

and 6 as functions of the frequency parameters 2a/A,

where the rod parameters are assumed to be the 

optimal values E/ a =0.92 and d / a = 0.07. In the pres-

ent case with 0 = a/2, we have P-ieft =Pright because 

the geometry of the junction is symmetric with 

respect to x=0. We can see that the numeral data of 

Preft, Pteft, and Pright well satisfy the power conserva-

tion relation (36) . Figure 4 is useful to design the 

available frequency bandwidth with admissible reflec-

tion. 

   The near field structure is instructive to under-

stand the reasonable peak values of electric field near 

the resonance region and the formation process of the 

regular field distribution nearby the juncture. Figure 

5 shows the 3D-view of the Ey field structure around 

the junction area where P/a=0.92, d/a=0.07, and 2a/

Fig. 4 Power reflection and transmission coefficients 
      as functions of frequency parameters 2a/A for 

     the 3-port waveguide junction with a symmet-
     ric metallic rod where i/a=0.92 and d/a= 

       0.07.

Fig. 3 SWR maps of the 3-port waveguide junction 
     with a symmetric metallic rod for different rod 

     parameters: (a) e/a=0.92 and (b) d/a=0.07.

Fig. 5 3D-view of the electric field structure in the 
      3-port waveguide junction with a symmetric 

      metallic rod at optimal rod parameters: i/a= 

      0.92, d/a=0.07, and 2a/A=1.74.



 A=1.74. We can visually understand how the incident 

field is transmitted through the circular rod, resonate 

in the resonance area 4, and is transmitted into the 

arm waveguides 5 and 6 to form the regular 

waveguide modes. 

   Next, we consider the case of the 3-port 

waveguide junction with a circular dielectric rod 

placed in the main arm. The numerical results of the 

SWR maps, the power reflection and transmission 

coefficients, and a 3D-view of the near field structure 

are plotted in Fig. 6 to Fig. 8, respectively, for e/E0=-- 

3.8 and other indicated parameters. Comparing the 

results with those of Fig. 3 to Fig. 4, we note that in

the case of the dielectric rod, there exist a variety of 

optimal parameter sets providing the minimum SWR, 

while the frequency bandwidth becomes narrower 

than the case of metallic rod. Figure 8 shows that the 

minimum reflection is associated with the larger peak 

values of electric field in resonance region. The use of 

the dielectric rod as a matching element is useful for 

flexibly designing the 3-port waveguide junction. 

   Before concluding, it is worth mentioning that the 

present theory and optimization strategy can be easily 

extended on a 3-port or 4-port waveguide junction 

with multiple rods. The integration of metallic and 

dielectric properties in the matching elements will 

allow one designing various microwave devices with

(a) i/a=0.7
Fig. 7 Power reflection and transmission coefficients 

     as functions of frequency parameters 2a/A for 
     the 3-port waveguide junction with a symmet-

     ric dielectric rod at optimal rod parameters 

     metallic rod where s/e0=3.8, /a=O7, and d/ 
a=0.24.

Fig. 6 SWR maps in the 3-port waveguide junction 

     with a symmetric dielectric rod of E/60=3.8 for 
      different rod parameters: (a) 4/a----0.7 and (b) 

d/a=0.24.

Fig. 8 3D-view of the electric field structure in the 

     3-port waveguide junction with a symmetric 
     dielectric rod at optimal rod parameters: i/a 

=03 , d/a =0.24, and 2a/A=1.511.



desired properties. 

 9. Conclusion 

   A rigorous electromagnetic theory has been 

developed to analyze multiport waveguide junctions 

with artificial discontinuities made of cylindrical 

rods. The scattering characteristics of a 3-port junc-

tion were discussed in detail with the numerical exam-

ples for the SWR maps, the power reflection and 
transmission coefficients, and the 3D-plots of near 

fields inside the junction area. A strategy to optimize 

matching properties of the 3-port waveguide junctions 

was also described. 

   The developed theory and optimization strategy 

may be easily extended to more complicated geome-

tries of waveguide junctions including multiple cylin-

drical rods and implemented to design various micro-

wave devices. 
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